Buildings that perform:
Migrating from traditional to SMART buildings and beyond
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Our working environment is changing…

Work-life Balance

“75% of the workforce
values a work/life balance
more than a salary.” Placing
importance on hybrid
working models

Community

Employees choose
companies with strong
cultures that promote
productivity, user experience
and health & wellbeing.

Source: PWC, The Future of Work | 2 Intuit, Future of Small Businesses, 2020 Report
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Millennials

This group will stay in
companies an average of 1.7
years with a desire to work in
sustainable companies with
a high societal value &
impact. ‘War on Talent’

Flexibility

Many employees already
operate in a activity-based
capacity.

Space Efficiency

Companies are reducing the
ratio of desks to employees
by up to 50%.

Customer needs and trends reshaping the building industry

80% of building costs occur during the operating phase
and energy costs account for the majority of these1

Customer-friendly UIs are requested
to monitor and manage connected
equipment across the buildings –
Single Pane of Glass

Up to 9% increase in employee productivity in high
performance buildings4
Hybrid working models are being adopted as a
competitive edge – promoting UX, health &
wellbeing; attraction & retention of talent and
productivity.
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Energy
Efficiency

Simplification

Workplace
Experience

Sustainability

Digitalisation

Buildings account for 24% of all greenhouse
gas emissions produced around the world2
Race to Net Zero (Paris Agreement)– Brand Image &
CSR

The ability to predict and diagnose
problems and provide or propose
solutions is a “game changer”

Cybersecurity
With the increase of digitalisation, the number of
hacker attacks is exponentially increasing every
year3

The journey from a traditional to smart building and beyond
Your pathway to better building performance & value
TRADITIONAL
BUILDING

SMART
BUILDING

AUTONOMOUS
BUILDING

+
–

On-site Reactive

• On-site services delivered by
experts in each service area and
vertical industry
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Remote

• Faster resolution
• Remote diagnostics for more
prescriptive onsite resolution
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Proactive/Preventive

• Proactively fix issues
• Early warnings avoid chaos
• Transform service with increased
digital touchpoints

Predictive

•
•
•
•
•

AI-based service strategy
Autonomous actions
Optimized maintenance strategy
Fewer disruptions
Always under watch of digital-eye

Prescriptive

• Self Learning/Self Adaptive
• Human Centric – enhancing user
experience, productivity & talent
retention
• Prioritized actions based on impact
(criticality, cost of inaction)
• Smart building transparency
• Workforce & Workflow optimization –
resource & space efficiencies
• System assurance

Ensuring business continuity and generating competitive advantage:
User-centric and flexible buildings create sustainable value

User-centric

Flexible

Sustainable

Increase employee
productivity by up to 9%1

Significant higher revenue/m2
and lower cost/FTE with
efficient space management

Reduce overall energy
consumption and maintenance
costs by up to 30%

1 STOK: The financial case for high-performance buildings
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Workplace App

Cloud
Based
Apps &
Services

Space Comfort

Facility Insights

Event &
Activities

Wellbeing

Space
Utilisation

Intelligent API

Building Ops

Mgmt

Planning Performance &
& Simulation Efficiency

Custom
Open
Solutions Ecosystem
Planning

Intelligent
Field
Devices

Smart Building Platform

Operations

Building
Infrastructure

Safety &
Security

Occupancy &
Location

Building
Data
Structure,
Design
Construction
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Construction
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Energy &
Grid

Southbound
IT Integration

3rd Party Services

P

Data collection

The foundation of your smart workplace is an intelligent IoT infrastructure that collects,
stores and analyses data

Smart Sensors

Cloud

Smart Sensors
provide valuable data

Real-time data is collected
and managed in the cloud
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Applications & Services
Advanced data delivers
actionable insights

Data and insights are
available anytime,
anywhere

IoT solutions start with powerful software-defined Smart Sensors, capturing
and combining multiple streams of data

Sensors installed in light
fixtures
• Lighting gives position and
power
• Sensors include a smart
lighting control system where
the energy savings pay for the
IoT solution
Sensors mounted on surfaces
• Flexible and easy deployment
• Under desks, conference
room ceilings, and more

Smart lighting control & light
level measurement
Motion, space & desk utilisation

Power optimisation and analytics

Temperature
Bluetooth Low Energy indoor
location system
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Advanced
Processing
Wireless
Communications

IoT space utilisation
Dashboards

Analyse Space

Data-driven Actions

Key portfolio-, building-level
metrics

Utilisation, motion, occupancy
per zone and/or floor with
visualisations and reports

•
•
•
•
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Increase space utilisation
Optimise space design
Improve workspace flow
Facilities management

Space utilisation and optimisation

Measure use of work areas to maximise
collaboration between departments
Strategically place announcements based on
how people move throughout the building

Relocate/ add rooms + other spaces to reroute
high density traffic from specific areas
Reconfigure conference/ dedicated rooms
based on utilisation to gain more spaces
Track building maintenance and cleaning
based on motion trail trends
Measure overall use of building and real estate
to maximise work space and save money
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Real time location services
Quickly locate the nearest available
equipment; save time and improve
response times

Real-time Live Motion Views On Map

Analyse how a specific asset is
utilised; avoid over-provisioning and
ensure assets are effectively deployed

Use location services data to
optimise workflow processes and
improve outcomes
Help occupants and visitors quickly
find a destination using Bluetooth
equipped mobile device
Locate staff and visitors; in the
event of an emergency, ensure
everyone safely evacuates
Prevent asset loss by receiving an
alert when an asset leaves a
designated area
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Browser-based
Application

Mobile App
(iOS and Android)

Space management efficiency and utilisation

Monitor

Analyse

• Real-time sensor data
is collected
• Building twin provides
contextualisation
• All data sources are available

• Data analysis provides
insights into space
efficiency
• Space efficiency can
be correlated with
environmental data
• Direct user feedback is
seamlessly incorporated
into the analysis

Administrative change
• Adaptation of building layout to
maximise space efficiency and
adapt to needs of office users
• Integration with technology
for continuous improvement
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Space
efficiency

Ideate
• Ideation with internal and
external stakeholders on
optimisation
• Translation into actionable
measures for space
reconfiguration

Creating a
collaborative
and resourceefficient
workplace
experience for
all

Data analytics

The Building Management System plays a key role in a Smart
Building
Single, comprehensive view of
site activities via integration of
all building systems

Cloud
Power

Security

Fire Safety

HVAC
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•

Centralised HVAC control and
comprehensive analysis of energy
consumption

•

Data aggregation, historical
analysis, and side-by-side trends

•

Reporting engine accesses trend
and event data to provide
operational workflows

Lighting

Third-party
integration

Cloud-based analytics platform for building performance and KPI reporting

75,000

Cloud-based
analytics platform

350+
Fault Detection
& Diagnostics

Cyber
secure

Utility Bill
Management

Benchmarking

ESG
Reporting

Enterprise
Reporting

High Volumes of Data
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400m

connected buildings
and counting
pre-defined smart building
analytics rules
data-values collected
and analysed each day

Typical examples of System Performance Services

Activity
1

Monitoring

2

Reporting

3

Service desk and ticketing

4

Remote operating support

5

System infrastructure optimisation

6

Optimisation of system functions

7

Alarm intervention

8

Remote diagnosis and repair
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Transparency of assets is needed to bring down energy consumption
and increase performance
Boiler

Chiller

Compressor

AHUs

Low efficiency
prevention

Increase setpoint

Optimising systems

Simultaneous heating and
cooling prevention

Save up to 10% of
boiler energy consumption

Increase chiller performance
by 3%/°C

Save up to 25% of energy with
compressors analytics

Save up to 20% of
facility energy consumption

Boiler

Chiller

AHUs

AHUs

Identification of a bad
hydraulic behaviour

Increase efficiency

Over ventilation
prevention

Heat recovery
Optimisation

Increase boiler
efficiency by 8%

Improve chiller efficiency
and extend its useful life

Save up to 15% of
facility energy consumption

Increase AHU performance
by up to 70%
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Make sustainability accountable

Striving for ESG factors while automatically collecting and reporting relevant data.

Making sustainability accountable
means clear transparency and
monitoring of resource consumption.
Collecting and handling data manually
is not efficient and harming productivity
– having an automated process in
place is crucial.

83% of industry executives expect a
Traditional

Manually collecting
and handling data

Today & Future

ESG
Reporting

Automated collecting
and monitoring of data
• Building Management System
• Energy and asset management
services (on-premise, remote,
cloud-based)

growing demand for sustainable and
environmental-friendly buildings from
tenants as a result of COVID-19.1

65% of institutional investors believe,
that ESG will become “industry
standard” within the next 5 years.2

1 KPMG International (2020) Real Estate in the new reality
2 NATIXIS (2019) Investor Insights Series: Looking for the Best of
Both Worlds
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User experience

What does a day in the life of an employee look like in a Digital Workplace?

Parking

Desk booking

Reserve parking space/E-carcharging station in advance,
access granted via license plate.

Before commuting, reserve your
entrance ticket, check and book
available desk and space in the
office.

Room booking
and finding

Find colleagues & assets

Check occupancy and booking of
services nearby, like restaurants,
gym, canteen.

See if colleagues are available onsite and get directions to their
location.

Personalise your comfort
touchless and adjust temperature
and lighting directly via
smartphone.

Issue reporting

Elevator request &
control

Get seamless access to office
building and spaces via smart
phone, also for visitors.

Comfort settings

Check and book available room
for meeting and navigate there.

Concierge services

Seamless access

Request facility management
for maintenance work.

Submit call for elevator and get
assigned to respective elevator
per defined capacity.

Locker booking & finding
Book and find a locker nearby for
your personal belongings and
release it once you leave.

Notification

Receive notifications about
events, incidents or emergencies.

Desk finding and
Wayfinding

Find your booked desk and checkin, automated release of desk if no
check-in is registered.

Check-out & sanitisation request

Departure time suggested on traffic and your
personal schedule. Your check-out sends
automatically a sanitisation request of used
desks and spaces.

Data insights collected at every digital touchpoint

Occupancy
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Workspace booking
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Badge swipes

Amenity usage

Health checks

Heating/ lighting

Elevator usage

Empowering people with the smart, intuitive workplace app
•

Unify existing workplace
investments into a single
employee-facing interface

•

Increase employee access to
and usage of corporate services
and amenities

•

Offer a consistent, “on-brand”
experience to employees

•

Adapt to changing workplace
and employee needs with a
configurable, modular platform
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Room
Availability

Desk
Availability

Turn-by-turn
Navigation

Find my CoWorker

Work Orders

Lighting

Temperature
& Shading

Safety & Security

Smart, integrated security and fire safety

Safer environments

Secure by design

Business continuity

Smart integration

Operational
efficiency

Better protection and faster
response time with
enhanced situational
awareness

Increased connectivity and
interoperability without
increasing vulnerability

Enhance situational
awareness and leverage
physical security to unlock
the full potential that smart
buildings’ integrated
systems can offer

Reduced investment with
flexible business models
and enhanced business
continuity through data
driven services

Reduced operating costs
through leveraging data
and enabling better
business outcomes

Protecting Value
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Creating Value

State-of-the-art security protects lives, your business, your reputation and
your property

Security
management

Fire
protection

• Fully integrated security
solutions, offer a fusion of
protection measures
• Physical, personnel and cyber
security
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Intrusion
detection

Visitor
management

Video
surveillance

Access
control

• Multi-layered approach delivers the
optimum combination of deterrence
and detection
• Plus the assessment and resolution
of critical situations

Data
storage

Workflow
management

• Safeguarding your investment
• Ensuring regulatory compliance
• Increasing resilience and lowering
risk

Cyber security

Ensure a cyber secure and resilient infrastructure as a lever for business continuity.

Risk for business continuity
Web application
and API attacks
Remote attacks
Lower-level exploits
against device firmware
Ransomware
Phishing
Building protocolbased exploits

Our holistic security approach
01
00
11
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01

01
00
11
10
01

01
00
11

01
00
11
10

A massive amount of connected
devices, activity-based and hybrid
working models are challenging for a
resilient and cyber secure
infrastructure in a connected smart
office – the latter crucial for business
continuity.

Increasing amount
of connected
IoT devices

Holistic
security
approach

Confidentiality
Integrity
Availability

Malware infection
Social engineering
DDoS attack

Cyber crime is wide spread and costs

US$400

the global economy
billion annually1
Cyber attacks are impacting companies
of all sizes, in all markets.
1 Estimate by Center for Strategic and International
Studies, Washington, D.C.
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Value

User-Centric I Flexible I Sustainable

How productivity, retention and health & wellbeing of
employees impacts the bottom line

Financial impact
• Top line growth
• Bottom line gain

Productivity
9% increase in productivity

457

Example with Fortune 500
company’s KPIs:

432

• £500,000 average revenue per
employee

Retention
10% reduction in separation

• £80,000 average fully-burdened
employee salary
Net operating
income

Health and wellbeing
1 day reduction of sick leave
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28.9

31.1

• 7% ROS (return on sales / profit
margin)
• 265 working days per year

Traditional office

Smart office

• 720 Employees/unit with own P&L
responsibility

User-centric: Create an individual workplace experience
which increases productivity and talent retention
Traditional method

Building Management System sets a typical
comfortable temperature for a time frame

Adaptive method

Engage office workers in setting their preferences and
creating zone specific patterns by machine learning

Air quality and temperature
are highly impacting the well-being of
an office worker. Traditional patterns
of temperature control fuelling a conflict
among co-workers and influencing their
satisfaction.

“The single biggest complaint or request
made was temperature, with 68% of
respondents saying this was their No 1
issue, with poor bathroom conditions
coming in at a distant second at 10%.
Temperature is also the largest daily
source of complaints – 16% of
respondents say they field a hot/cold call
every day”
Facility Manager
•
•
•

Employees are more satisfied and more productive when they can adjust their workplace
settings to their desired levels
Significant reduction in calls to maintenance requesting temperature changes
Comfort and wellbeing of occupants is maximised
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Flexible: Create a collaborative and resource-efficient
workplace experience

Monitor

Analyse

• Real-time sensor data
is collected
• Building twin provides
contextualisation
• All data sources are available

• Data analysis provides insights into space efficiency
• Space efficiency can
be correlated with
environmental data
• Direct user feedback is
seamlessly incorporated
into the analysis

Administrative change
• Adaptation of office layout to
maximise space efficiency and
adapt to needs of office users
• Integration with technology
for continuous improvement
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Space
efficiency

Ideate
• Ideation with internal and
external stakeholders on
optimisation
• Translation into actionable
measures for space
reconfiguration

Activity-based and hybrid working
models are striving for shared desks,
co-working spaces and amenities,
meaning a high volatility in
utilisation and impact on resource
Data-point to demonstrate, which impact
efficiency.
realization
of use case can have on

KPI/Competitive advantage of real estate stake
holder

Space is under-utilised

Commercial office space is moving to

“flexible space”
Employees want
policies.

flexible workplace

Sustainability: Continuously monitor and optimise building
operations and increase resource efficiency
Data-driven services with cloud-based energy and asset
management platform

While ESG factors are striving for
sustainability measures, transparency
and monitoring of KPIs is crucial.

Data connection
and collection

Data
analysis

Leverage
transparency

Uncover
opportunities

Gathering the
data you need

Apps to track
energy &
sustainability KPIs

Make insight-based
decisions with selfservice dashboards

Take action to
optimise your building

The commissioning and continuous
monitoring of building equipment use will
help to extend the equipment’s useful life.
High-performing
buildings

Enhance

Achieve

Reduce

Maximise

system
performance

sustainability
goals

energy
spend

energy + operational
efficiency
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Buildings are losing
performance when lacking
continuous optimisation measures.

Poorly maintained equipment, such as
HVAC units, increase energy
consumption as performance degrades,
resulting in higher energy consumption
and early equipment failure.

Case studies

Smart Buildings – Customer Success Stories

Eastcheap Court, London

University of Birmingham

A refurbished location housing
multi-disciplinary, fully integrated,
smart solutions rooted in
connectivity, sustainability, safety
and employee empowerment

Energy performance measures
will translate into energy savings
and reduced emissions, making
major contribution to UoB’s NetZero CO2 objectives

University of East London

WWL NHS Foundation Trust

Energy efficiency improvement
measures to immediately cut 10
per cent of the University’s
carbon emissions

NHS Foundation Trust increases
energy performance, savings and
unlocks IoT benefits on space
utilisation and asset tracking
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Our role in smart buildings

Consulting

Planning

Implementation

Operation &
Services

Sustainability

Smart real
estate

Health/
wellbeing
& security

Resilience
Safety
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Smart building
lifecycle

Ensuring business continuity and generating competitive advantage:
User-centric and flexible offices create sustainable value

User-centric

Flexible

Sustainable

Increase employee
productivity by up to 9%1

Significant higher revenue/m2
and lower cost/FTE with
efficient space management

Reduce overall energy
consumption and maintenance
costs by up to 30%

1 STOK: The financial case for high-performance buildings
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Thank you and
your questions

Bryan Churchard
Head of Smart Buildings and Digital Solutions
Tel: 07921 244469
Email: bryan.churchard@siemens.com
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/bryanchurchard
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